1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-17-01118}
===============

In the "Annual message to Congress on the Sate of the Union" delivered on 22 January 1971, President Richard Nixon declared: "I will (ask for funds) to launch an intensive campaign to find a cure for cancer", adding that "The time has come in America when the same kind of concentrated effort that split the atom and took man to the moon should be turned toward conquering this dread disease". Whether this address actually declared a "war on cancer", as some would claim \[[@B1-ijms-17-01118]\], or whether it only marked the entry of the United States into a war declared in 1946 \[[@B2-ijms-17-01118]\] or in 1923 \[[@B3-ijms-17-01118]\] would seem to matter little today. What should matter today is the state of the war on cancer after 45, 70 or 93 years of struggle. At first glance, the struggle is not going well. Far from being conquered, cancer is now or soon will be the leading cause of death in United States and the probability an individual will die from cancer is increasing and not decreasing ([Table 1](#ijms-17-01118-t001){ref-type="table"}) \[[@B4-ijms-17-01118],[@B5-ijms-17-01118],[@B6-ijms-17-01118],[@B7-ijms-17-01118]\].

If the increasing annual number of deaths and the crude death rate depicted in [Table 1](#ijms-17-01118-t001){ref-type="table"} suggest the war on cancer is far from won, they also hide dramatic advances in understanding and avoiding certain risks, changes in demographics, and progress in diagnosis and treatment of cancer and other conditions. Because the incidence of cancer increases strikingly with age, age-adjusted death rates rather than crude death rates are now usually used and this rate for many cancers has not increased. Of greater importance, however, has been the increasing awareness of cancer and increasingly incisive approaches to diagnosis of cancer. Thus, many cancers detected today would have escaped detection a few decades ago and some cancers, such as those associated with smoking, exposure to sun and transmission of viruses, are prevented. Still, one premise for waging a war on cancer was the hope that a "magic bullet" might be found that would cure or even prevent most cancers \[[@B8-ijms-17-01118],[@B9-ijms-17-01118]\] and yet this hope seems to have suffered more than it has profited from recent advances \[[@B10-ijms-17-01118]\]. Here we consider the questions of whether some or many cancers might be triggered by cell fusion and whether the process of cell fusion could offer a novel target for prevention of common cancers. Put in another way, we ask whether effective targeting of cell fusion could offer a significant victory in the war on cancer.

While new therapeutics often prolong survival and even cure some cancers, [Table 1](#ijms-17-01118-t001){ref-type="table"} suggests eradication of cancer cannot be achieved by therapeutics because different tumors demand different therapies and because a patient cured of one cancer becomes susceptible to others. Some therapeutics, particularly immunotherapies, yield encouraging results for treating certain patients with otherwise intractable malignancies \[[@B9-ijms-17-01118],[@B11-ijms-17-01118],[@B12-ijms-17-01118]\], however these therapies are not a "magic bullet." Immunotherapy involves generating (or engineering) immunity to tumor antigens that differ between tumors and sometimes between individuals with the same tumor. Even if a common antigen were found, the presentation would vary with Human Leukocyte Antigen (HLA) alleles.

One might imagine that the best way to eradicate cancer would be to attack it at its inception. However, recent advances might make this approach seem increasingly remote. Some now believe many and perhaps most cancers arise when random spontaneous mutations disrupt in series the key cellular functions that distinguish normal and transformed cells \[[@B13-ijms-17-01118],[@B14-ijms-17-01118],[@B15-ijms-17-01118],[@B16-ijms-17-01118],[@B17-ijms-17-01118],[@B18-ijms-17-01118]\]. While environmental factors, such as smoking, infection with oncogenic viruses and sunlight can increase the frequency of spontaneous mutation, and hence of some cancers, an underlying risk aligning with baseline cell proliferation remains, increasing with age. An idea has emerged that the preponderance of cancers in general or at least the relative susceptibility to cancer in various tissues predominantly reflects the number of stem cell divisions, necessarily engendering random errors of DNA copying, needed for normal development and function of a tissue \[[@B19-ijms-17-01118],[@B20-ijms-17-01118]\]. If the analysis leading to that conclusion has sparked dispute on some points \[[@B21-ijms-17-01118],[@B22-ijms-17-01118],[@B23-ijms-17-01118],[@B24-ijms-17-01118],[@B25-ijms-17-01118]\], it has also underscored the grim possibility that these cancers arise by happenstance (bad luck) during physiologic processes and that preventing development of these cancers can be accomplished only by disrupting normal processes (i.e., processes in many normal individuals who would not develop cancer would have to be disrupted to avert cancer in a few individuals) \[[@B26-ijms-17-01118]\].

We shall consider whether and how often cell fusion might explain the genesis of cancer and in doing so link events external to cells with DNA damage or with random errors in replication and/or repair and whether manipulation of the propensity of cells to fuse might offer an attractive target for strategies aimed at preventing cancer or treating cancer at the outset. We think published work suggests that cell fusion *can* cause genetic changes and cancer \[[@B27-ijms-17-01118],[@B28-ijms-17-01118]\]. Whether cell fusion actually *does* cause cancer, how often cell fusion does so and by what mechanisms remain to be determined. We shall consider these questions. If cell fusion does indeed cause cancer, it would be reasonable to question whether a therapeutic agent or a strategy that could halt the fusion of cells might appreciably lower the burden of cancer in society. We shall discuss that question as well.

2. Cell Fusion in Health and Cancer {#sec2-ijms-17-01118}
===================================

Developmental and environmental factors sometimes cause cells to fuse \[[@B29-ijms-17-01118],[@B30-ijms-17-01118],[@B31-ijms-17-01118],[@B32-ijms-17-01118],[@B33-ijms-17-01118]\]. Tight cellular and molecular regulation prevents inopportune fusion and deletes untoward progeny \[[@B32-ijms-17-01118],[@B33-ijms-17-01118],[@B34-ijms-17-01118]\]. If one or both fusion partners previously underwent malignant transformation, the hybrid can exhibit heritable genetic and cytogenetic changes and changes in population dynamics and behavior that characterize cancer and cancer progression \[[@B35-ijms-17-01118],[@B36-ijms-17-01118],[@B37-ijms-17-01118],[@B38-ijms-17-01118],[@B39-ijms-17-01118],[@B40-ijms-17-01118],[@B41-ijms-17-01118],[@B42-ijms-17-01118],[@B43-ijms-17-01118]\]. Some cancers can indeed be shown to contain hybrid cells \[[@B44-ijms-17-01118],[@B45-ijms-17-01118],[@B46-ijms-17-01118]\] and some evidence suggests cancer cells might have a greater propensity than normal cells to fuse \[[@B47-ijms-17-01118],[@B48-ijms-17-01118],[@B49-ijms-17-01118]\]. We shall be eager to learn from those who study the impact of cell fusion on cancer progression how often the capacity of cells to fuse actually arises in existing cancers; however, we shall not consider such questions here. Instead, we shall focus on whether and how the fusion of normal cells might initiate cancer and conversely whether cell fusion at the inception of cancer might also promote resistance to oncogenesis. Because cell fusion generates tetraploidy, it potentially might cause chromosomal instability, genomic plasticity and trans-differentiation thought to underlie the inception of cancer \[[@B27-ijms-17-01118],[@B28-ijms-17-01118],[@B38-ijms-17-01118]\]. However, cell fusion has never been proved to cause malignant transformation of normal cells, except after the cells were partly transformed by oncogenic viruses \[[@B27-ijms-17-01118]\] or in our own work, which we describe below. Thus, the key question, from our perspective is whether cell fusion or other definable and preventable cellular processes, such as aberrant mitosis, explain the preponderance of cancers that afflict members of modern societies.

3. Our Interest in Cell Fusion {#sec3-ijms-17-01118}
==============================

Our interest in cell fusion and cancer began about 12 years ago when we explored what we then considered, correctly or incorrectly, to be the foremost challenge in clinical immunology---finding a way to rebuild an adaptive immune system after it had been decimated by acquired immunodeficiency disease, cancer chemotherapy or efforts to induce immune tolerance.

Rebuilding an adaptive immune system should, in principle, depend on restoring the dimensions and diversity of the B lymphocyte and T lymphocyte compartments. However, since some protective functions of B lymphocytes can be replaced by administration of gamma globulin, we assumed the limiting process in immune reconstitution was the reconstitution of the T lymphocyte repertoire. Since T cells best recognize antigen presented by the individual's Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) encoded proteins, the T cell receptor repertoire must recognize the MHC of the individual to be restored. Since T lymphocytes develop and undergo selection in the thymus, which atrophies with age, we considered that availability of thymus and not availability of precursors for T cells limit reconstitution. Therefore, to test whether we could generate human thymocytes and potentially human T cells, we introduced human hematopoietic stem cells into fetal pigs \[[@B50-ijms-17-01118]\], which, having an immature immune system, might harbor these cells rather than destroying them \[[@B51-ijms-17-01118],[@B52-ijms-17-01118],[@B53-ijms-17-01118]\].

The experiments were a success. The porcine thymus was found to contain human thymocytes and the peripheral blood contained a diverse repertoire (but scarce number) of human T cells \[[@B50-ijms-17-01118]\]. Importantly, the human T cells responded to antigen presented by antigen presenting cells from the stem cell source. What we did not expect, however, was that besides originating and selecting new T cells, the peripheral blood of the pigs contained some mononuclear cells that expressed both porcine and human proteins, contained porcine and human genes, and had chromosomes with both human and porcine DNA \[[@B54-ijms-17-01118]\]. The hybrid cells were not "end stage" but had the capacity to proliferate and indeed the numbers increased, albeit slowly, over time. The hybrid cells were apparently selected (presumably by natural killer or NK cells) for expression or non-expression of HLA class I. Thus, some human and swine cells had fused and analysis of the karyotypes indicated that the chromosomes had recombined to form novel genomes. The formation of inter-species hybrids was of great interest to us because it suggested potential mechanisms for hastening viral and eukaryotic evolution and for viral transfer \[[@B29-ijms-17-01118]\]. The interspecies hybrids also suggested a potential pathway to malignant transformation, i.e., via aneuploidy and DNA damage or via accelerated mutation or both and selection.

4. From Cell Fusion to Oncogenesis {#sec4-ijms-17-01118}
==================================

Since our work showed that fusion of cells and co-integration of chromosomal DNA can occur spontaneously between species \[[@B54-ijms-17-01118]\], we wondered whether fusion of isologous, non-transformed cells could also produce the chromosomal changes so prominent in inter-species hybrids and potentially malignant transformation \[[@B28-ijms-17-01118]\]. To address that question, we used polyethylene glycol (PEG) deliberately to fuse differentially labeled intestinal epithelial cells (IEC-6 cells), which are taken to model normal, non-transformed intestinal epithelial cells \[[@B55-ijms-17-01118],[@B56-ijms-17-01118],[@B57-ijms-17-01118],[@B58-ijms-17-01118],[@B59-ijms-17-01118],[@B60-ijms-17-01118],[@B61-ijms-17-01118]\].

After treatment with PEG, IEC-6 cells were sorted by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) to separate cells containing a nucleus from differentially labeled parental cells. Approximately 60% of these cells underwent mitosis and approximately 20% were able to establish clones that contained one nucleus. The clones exhibited a range of karyotypes, indicating that fusion had established heterogeneous populations of cells. Approximately 40% of the clones were aneuploid, whereas clones generated from cells that had not fused were predominantly diploid. The cells in fusion-derived clones often had double strand DNA breaks. Thus 30%--50% of these cells were stained prominently with antibodies against histone γH2AX and/or formed tails in in single-cell gel electrophoresis or COMET assays. The cells with DNA damage were not apoptotic however as few contained activated caspases. Thus, cell fusion had generated a heterogeneous population of aneuploid cells that were proliferating and had prominent evidence of DNA damage and potentially resistance to apoptosis. As the clones expanded, the karyotypes of some reverted toward diploidy while others remained stably aneuploid. However, further diversification was not apparent, suggesting that the process that had induced aneuploidy occurred within a few cell divisions after the fusion event.

A question we considered of importance in understanding the fate of fused cells was how the cells formed by fusion of distinct parental cells resolved the condition of tetraploidy. We considered various possibilities, including the shedding of one nucleus and the fusion of the two nuclei \[[@B29-ijms-17-01118]\]. To address this question, we biosynthetically labeled DNA in HeLa cells and fused mixtures of differentially cells with PEG, following the fate of labeled DNA by microscopy \[[@B28-ijms-17-01118]\]. The experiment, illustrated in [Figure 1](#ijms-17-01118-f001){ref-type="fig"}, revealed clearly that as long as the nuclei remained intact, parental DNA remained separate. However, when the tetraploid cells underwent mitosis and the nuclear envelope dissolved, parental DNA intermixed. Thus, the intermixing and recombination of the tetraploid genome depended absolutely on mitosis and mitosis provided the essential prelude to aneuploidy and likely to DNA damage. We shall return to this point later when we discuss whether and how cell fusion could trigger development of cancer in vivo.

Besides exhibiting aneuploidy, DNA damage and resistance to apoptosis so often observed in malignant cells, cells that had undergone fusion were often manifestly transformed. Approximately one-third of the fusion-derived clones continued to grow at confluence in cell cultures (i.e., they had lost contact inhibition) and generated colonies in soft agar (i.e., they had lost anchorage dependence).

The fusion-derived clones also had the capacity to form tumors after transfer into immunodeficient mice. Parental cells and clones prepared from non-fused cells never formed tumors. Not unexpectedly, among the cells comprising fusion-derived clones that exhibited the capacity to form colonies in soft agar (i.e., manifestly transformed cells), many also exhibited a capacity to form tumors; whereas, the fusion-derived cells that did not form colonies in soft agar never formed tumors. These findings provided compelling evidence that cell fusion, by itself, can induce malignant transformation of archetypically normal cells.

5. Cell Fusion in Cancer Evolution and Progression {#sec5-ijms-17-01118}
==================================================

Our investigation of cell fusion as a potential spark for oncogenesis also provided potential insight into tumor progression. Tumor progression refers to apparent changes in the behavior of a tumor. Typical changes include faster and more aggressive growth, metastasis and drug resistance. Tumor progression is often accompanied by cytogenetic and/or genetic changes and by changes in cellular morphology. Some of the most prevalent cancers are not clinically apparent until progression has occurred and it is often (but not always) cancer progression and not cancer per se that eventuates in mortality. Hence, much effort is devoted to understanding the biological basis of cancer progression and devising ways to circumvent it. Put in another way, if the war on cancer cannot be won, that is if cancer is an inevitable outcome of aging, progress in slowing or preventing progression would profoundly limit the casualties. Although we did not study and shall not discuss the potential involvement of cell fusion in progression of cancers of long standing, we did have an opportunity to explore dynamic changes in tumor growth and karyotype during the period of months after cell fusion had originated malignant transformation.

Various theories have been put forward to explain the changes in behavior, morphology and genetics accompanying or causing progression of cancer. If loss of tumor suppression or defective DNA repair accompanying the onset of cancer persists then the stepwise genetic changes some envision to originate cancer could fuel progression \[[@B62-ijms-17-01118]\]. The loss of tumor suppression and censoring of genetic and cytogenetic aberration would also permit chromosomal instability and genomic crises \[[@B63-ijms-17-01118],[@B64-ijms-17-01118]\] to generate diverse populations of cells from which cells exhibiting progressive changes would be selected by the microenvironment or other factors \[[@B43-ijms-17-01118],[@B65-ijms-17-01118],[@B66-ijms-17-01118]\]. If, in fact, cancer cells have a heightened capacity to undergo fusion, then the model we used and certain of our findings offer a glimpse at tumor progression. Thus, we found that the diverse set of transformed cells generated by a fusion event underwent changes in karyotype and behavior during growth in culture and in tumors consistent with selection (i.e., the karyotypes and morphologies became less diverse). Since the cells had been cloned at the time of fusion, the diversity could only arise at the time of or after fusion. Since diversification did not continue, the genetic changes underlying transformation were relatively stable. Unfortunately, we did not explore the transformed cells and tumors beyond the point where tumor formation was ascertained. Had we studied this model longer, we might have been able to ascertain whether changes in tumor behavior correlated with de novo genomic or karyotypic plasticity and possibly whether secondary fusion events occurred.

6. Reflections on the Role of Cell Fusion in Oncogenesis and Cancer Progression {#sec6-ijms-17-01118}
===============================================================================

If cell fusion potentially initiates malignant transformation of cells and cancer progression, there remains the question mentioned at the outset whether cell fusion actually does so. Much current understanding is drawn from experiments using mutant mice or immortalized cell lines or from investigation of established cancers in all of which models tumors must achieve a certain mass to be detected and hence to be sampled. In no model can one glimpse the moment a normal cell becomes a transformed cell or sample cells at the inception of cancer \[[@B67-ijms-17-01118],[@B68-ijms-17-01118],[@B69-ijms-17-01118],[@B70-ijms-17-01118]\]. For this reason, there has been great enthusiasm (although much controversy as well) for validating the fundamental concepts of oncogenesis derived from experimental models and from analysis of tumor samples with cancer epidemiology \[[@B71-ijms-17-01118],[@B72-ijms-17-01118],[@B73-ijms-17-01118],[@B74-ijms-17-01118],[@B75-ijms-17-01118],[@B76-ijms-17-01118]\].

Investigation of cells in culture, exploration of the phenotypes of mice with various mutations and the analysis of DNA sequences in samples of tumors converge to support the idea that tumors arise from the accumulation of random spontaneous mutations that disrupt a finite number of "transforming genes" (i.e., driver mutations) among the vastly more numerous mutations in neutral genes (i.e., passenger mutations) \[[@B77-ijms-17-01118],[@B78-ijms-17-01118],[@B79-ijms-17-01118]\]. This concept appears to draw further support from the relationship between age and the death rate of cancer with age, which suggests stepwise accruing of mutations as the driving force in oncogenesis \[[@B13-ijms-17-01118],[@B14-ijms-17-01118]\]. The correlation between the tissue specific incidence of cancer and the number of stem cell divisions in various tissues lends further support to this idea \[[@B19-ijms-17-01118]\]. However, the seminal involvement of point mutations in initiating malignant transformation remains as one of several hypotheses concerning the genesis of cancer because the limitations mentioned above preclude direct observation of the transforming event(s) and therefore how oncogenic genetic change arises, how many changes are needed and whether the changes necessarily occur in stem cells remain matters of controversy \[[@B68-ijms-17-01118],[@B80-ijms-17-01118],[@B81-ijms-17-01118],[@B82-ijms-17-01118]\].

One alternative, if less often voiced, explanation, for the origin of genetic changes that originate cancer is that the changes arise from mishaps in resolving such chromosomal abnormalities as aneuploidy or tetraploidy. Analysis of structure and sequence of chromosomal DNA in tumors has suggested the possibility that one or more steps in the development of some cancers might involve formation of tetraploid or aneuploid cells \[[@B83-ijms-17-01118],[@B84-ijms-17-01118],[@B85-ijms-17-01118],[@B86-ijms-17-01118],[@B87-ijms-17-01118],[@B88-ijms-17-01118],[@B89-ijms-17-01118],[@B90-ijms-17-01118]\]. Tetraploid or aneuploid cells are much more likely than normal cells to suffer chromosomal damage and genetic changes and as a result to undergo malignant transformation. Because cancer clearly allows and may promote aneuploidy and chromosomal damage, it has been impossible to determine whether and how often aneuploidy drives malignant transformation and how often it merely results from malignancy. The question most pertinent to oncogenesis however is what process(s) generate tetraploidy or aneuploidy in the first place.

Tetraploidy and aneuploidy arise either by mitosis (without cytokinesis) or by cell fusion \[[@B28-ijms-17-01118],[@B33-ijms-17-01118],[@B63-ijms-17-01118]\]. Mitosis in liver muscle and hematopoietic cells sometimes proceeds independently of cytokinesis (i.e., endoreplication) leading to formation of multinucleated cells and the same or a similar process might occur at the inception of cancer. Certain mononuclear cells, including trophoblast cells, myoblasts, macrophages, cardiac muscle cells and hepatocytes, fuse in development or in physiology. Regardless of how tetraploidy arises, chromosomal damage can ensue, caused by subsequent abnormalities in cytokinesis or subsequent mitotic events with failure of censoring chromosomal and mitotic errors.

If we cannot know whether a given cancer was initiated by random errors in DNA synthesis or in DNA repair or by aberrant mitosis or by cell fusion, can we hazard some inferences from cancer epidemiology? To the extent that the total number of stem cell divisions in a given tissue predicts the frequency of cancer in that tissue, we can conclude, as some now do, that the epidemiology of cancer is consistent with the hypothesis that accumulation of random errors during DNA synthesis underlies cancer. However, various objections have been raised to that idea \[[@B20-ijms-17-01118],[@B21-ijms-17-01118],[@B23-ijms-17-01118],[@B24-ijms-17-01118],[@B25-ijms-17-01118]\] and we think that the inexact alignment between the postulated frequency of stem cell divisions and the frequency of certain cancers undermines that hypothesis. [Table 2](#ijms-17-01118-t002){ref-type="table"} depicts the current incidence of various cancers in the United States. Cancers of the prostate, breast and lung account for approximately 40% of new cancers. It is difficult to imagine that stem cells in prostate and breast tissues underwent more than 20-fold more divisions and that stem cells in thyroid underwent more than seven-fold as many divisions as stem cells in small intestine. Consistent with this concern is work in mice revealing that cells of the small intestine harbor more mutations than cells of the large intestine, stomach or prostate \[[@B91-ijms-17-01118]\]. Also consistent with this concern is that cell of the heart, tumors of which are rare ([Table 2](#ijms-17-01118-t002){ref-type="table"}), have about the same frequency of mutations as cells of the small intestine \[[@B92-ijms-17-01118],[@B93-ijms-17-01118]\].

On the other hand, investigation of DNA synthesis and repair and sensitivity to irradiation reveal profound differences between small intestine, in which cancer is rare, and large intestine and lung, in which it is common \[[@B94-ijms-17-01118],[@B95-ijms-17-01118],[@B96-ijms-17-01118]\]. Thus, the manner by which stem cells handle mutations and not the frequency of mutations per se might determine whether genetic changes are passed to cellular progeny and hence whether oncogenesis might ensue. Cell fusion could be pertinent in this scenario, if a cell harboring a mutation were to fuse with a cell with defective repair or defective capacity to censor defects.

The epidemiology of cancer allows us to weigh the significance of random mutation and cell fusion as inciting events in cancer and ultimately suggests an alternative hypothesis for the origin of the most common malignancies. [Table 2](#ijms-17-01118-t002){ref-type="table"} shows that cancers of the highest incidence arise in tissues such as prostate, breast, and lung, thyroid and pancreas that have: (i) a low baseline rate of mitosis and number of cumulative cell divisions; and (ii) scarce evidence of cell fusion, as a normal process. Thus, cancer of the lung, breast, prostate, kidney, thyroid, and pancreas, in which baseline rate and number of cumulative cell divisions at maturity are low and cell fusion is not known to occur with any frequency account for approximately 56% of all malignancies. In contrast, cancers of hematopoietic cells and the gastrointestinal track, in which cell division is continuous and cell fusion does occur, account for only 24% of malignancies. Frequency of cell fusion in physiology also does not itself predict malignancy. Trophoblast, heart, and muscle, liver and myeloid cells often undergo fusion; yet, cancer originating from these cells is uncommon or rare. The liver provides an especially interesting example both of aberrant cytokinesis and cell fusion. Hepatocytes commonly undergo mitosis without cytokinesis and exhibit polyploidy and aneuploidy \[[@B97-ijms-17-01118]\]. Hepatocytes also commonly undergo fusion with hepatocytes (homotypic) or other cells (heterotypic), generating tetraploid and polyploid cells that can undergo reduction division, potentially generating aneuploidy \[[@B98-ijms-17-01118]\]. Yet, despite striking chromosomal instability, hepatocytes do not often undergo malignant transformation in the absence of another factor such as hepatitis virus infection or cirrhosis. Infection with oncogenic viruses commonly induces fusion of infected cells with each other or with uninfected cells \[[@B27-ijms-17-01118]\]. However, only about 4% of new cases of cancer are caused by oncogenic viruses ([Table 3](#ijms-17-01118-t003){ref-type="table"}) and the fraction of these cancers actually sparked by cell fusion is not known.

Most cancers thus arise in cells and tissues in which neither mitosis nor cell fusion is common. That suggests extrinsic factors rather than a random process originates the most common types of cancer. Cells that rarely proliferate and that do not commonly undergo fusion have no baseline requirement for apparatus that censors for errors in DNA synthesis or chromosomal aberration. We suspect it is precisely such cells that lack high levels of baseline tumor suppression that would be most susceptible to oncogenic events, such as untoward fusion or mitosis.

7. Cell Fusion in the War on Cancer {#sec7-ijms-17-01118}
===================================

We began this essay with the discouraging proposition that advances in medicine and biomedical science have made the "war on cancer" seem impossible to win (e.g., increasing longevity increases the incidence of cancer and ascendency of random errors in DNA synthesis as a cause of cancer makes prevention of all cancers impossible). If errors in mitosis or cytokinesis that eventuate in tetraploidy and aneuploidy also occur randomly then this mechanism also undermines at least some potential strategies for prevention. On the other hand, if cell fusion initiates cancer, one might imagine at least two targets for therapeutics---the macromolecules that make fusion more energetically feasible and the factors or processes that protect cells, such as hepatocytes, from oncogenesis after fusion occurs in the normal setting. The development of such specific therapeutics would certain make it possible to test the significance of cell fusion as a mechanism of oncogenesis. But, should we hope the therapeutics could also solve the problem of cancer? We are far from certain about the answer to this question because while cell fusion might indeed explain some of the most common cancers, we can envision mechanisms though which cell fusion might protect against cancer.

Among the first observations made about cell fusion in cancer was that hybrids formed by fusion of malignant cells with non-malignant cells sometimes adopt the properties of the non-malignant partner \[[@B106-ijms-17-01118],[@B107-ijms-17-01118]\]. Conceivably, then, malignancy might be suppressed or even reversed cancer cells fuse with normal cells. Since the properties of the non-malignant cell are postulated to include fashioning of a microenvironment inimical to malignancy, one might imagine further that presence or expansion (owing to fusion) of non-malignant cells might thwart cancer at its inception. While appealing as an explanation for the importance of the microenvironment \[[@B43-ijms-17-01118],[@B108-ijms-17-01118]\], we find the concept unpersuasive as a mechanism of defense against cancer after an oncogenic founder has divided. Fusion of a malignant cell with a non-malignant partner might also fuel progression, as discussed above, or even transmit oncogenicity \[[@B109-ijms-17-01118],[@B110-ijms-17-01118]\].

On the other hand, we can envision mechanisms by which cell fusion might confer protection beyond the fate of the fused cells. Cells recently fused are especially vulnerable to lysis (necrosis), perhaps owing to entry of excess Ca++ or repositioning of cytoplasmic organelles. Necrosis of tumor cells might be relatively infrequent and have little direct impact on tumor mass; however, necrosis of one or a few cells can have local or regional impact on the viability of surrounding cells \[[@B111-ijms-17-01118]\]. Necrosis activates complement and coagulation generating hemostasis and thrombosis and promoting encapsulation, potentially circumscribing "threats." We have referred to this form of protection as regional immunity \[[@B112-ijms-17-01118]\]. Regional immunity is unlikely to have a profound impact on an established or advanced tumor but it could circumscribe and destroy a small cluster of recently damaged or transformed cells.

Cell fusion also potentially facilitates immune surveillance against tumors. Changes in coding sequences, whether driver or passenger, potentially generate novel "tumor" antigens and changes in regulatory sequences potentially increase the production of autoantigens. Of course, many tumor cells will not produce the neoantigen or an autoantigen; but, abundant neoantigen or autoantigen released from a necrotic tumor cell might be taken up and presented by antigen presenting cells. Those who study the immunology of transplants have known for decades, that blood vessels in the vicinity of "foreign" cells effectively take up and present foreign antigens and that it is immunity targeting those blood vessels that destroys cellular (tumor) grafts ([Figure 2](#ijms-17-01118-f002){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B113-ijms-17-01118],[@B114-ijms-17-01118]\]. Thus, protein variants produced by one or a few cells can generate and serve as a target of powerful immunity directed against the capillaries feeding those cells and the activation or destruction of small blood vessel endothelium circumscribes and/or starves tumor cells in the vicinity of the affected blood vessels. In this way cell fusion might actually spark anti-tumor immunity that destroys a small initial focus of cancer cells.

Thus, while the development of therapeutics that disrupt the untoward fusion of cells could shed light on the relative contribution of cell fusion to the origination of tumors, the therapeutics could also prove to be a pyrrhic victory in the war on cancer if cell fusion is vital to resistance against tumor growth. However, we would then know the function of cell fusion in malignancy. Regardless, we look forward to the development of such tools.
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![Mechanism of formation of hybrid mononuclear cells after cell fusion. HeLa cells were differentially labeled with Cyanine 5 (Cy5)-dUTP) or cyanine 3 (Cy3)-dUTP and then fused with polyethylene glycol. The first image obtained 14 h and 40 min after exposure to PEG shows a cell that has undergone fusion, the arrows denoting nuclei from parental cells. The cell contains distinct nuclei from two parental cells. At 15 h 20 min, the cell is undergoing mitosis. At 15 h 40 min, the nuclear envelopes of the parental cells have disintegrated and the labeled DNA of parental cells is admixed. At 19:00, mitosis is complete, cytokinesis is nearly complete and labeled DNA from both cells originally fused is seen in both daughter cells. This figure shows that intermixing of parental DNA occurs during but not before mitosis.](ijms-17-01118-g001){#ijms-17-01118-f001}

![Impact of cell fusion on tumor immune surveillance mediated by T cells. Cell fusion potentially causes genomic diversification, modeled by conversion of red cells with red protein to cells with purple, tan or green proteins. An individual is tolerant to the native, red protein, but the immune system, i.e., the T cell repertoire, potentially recognizes purple, tan or green variants. In principle, diversification can spark immunity to some variants. However, extensive diversification, as modeled at the top, might allow tumor cells to escape immune control unless all variants are recognized. On the other hand, where tumor protein variants are taken up and presented by endothelial cells, as modeled below, recognition of one or a few highly expressed variants might suffice to support T cell mediated control of tumor growth. In this later case T cell interaction with capillaries activates or destroys endothelium causing tumor cells to be circumscribed or killed.](ijms-17-01118-g002){#ijms-17-01118-f002}

ijms-17-01118-t001_Table 1

###### 

Cancer deaths and death rates in U.S. 1923--2013 \*.

  Year   US Population × 10^6^   Number of Cancer Deaths   Crude Death Rate
  ------ ----------------------- ------------------------- ------------------
  2013   315                     611,105                   193
  1971   208                     330,730                   163
  1946   141                     182,005                   130
  1923   112                     85,575                    88

\* Adapted from Xu et al. National vital statistics report, Volume 64, Number 2, 2016 \[[@B7-ijms-17-01118]\].

ijms-17-01118-t002_Table 2

###### 

Incidence of selected cancers in the United States in 2013 \*.

  Cancer                 New Cases (2013)   Percent of Total
  ---------------------- ------------------ ------------------
  Prostate               238,590            14.37
  Breast                 234,580            14.13
  Lung                   228,190            13.74
  Lymphoid \*\*          123,130            7.42
  Colon                  102,480            6.17
  Kidney                 65,150             3.92
  Thyroid                60,220             3.63
  Pancreas               45,220             2.72
  Liver                  30,640             1.85
  Myeloid                20,510             1.24
  Muscle ^\#^            11,410             0.07
  Small intestine        8810               0.05
  Cardiac ^+^            102                0.00006
  Total new cancers \^   1,660,290          

\* Adapted from Siegel et al. \[[@B6-ijms-17-01118]\]. The number of new cases excludes basal cell and squamous cell carcinoma of skin and in situ carcinomas; \*\* Includes lymphoma, multiple myeloma, acute lymphocytic leukemia and chronic lymphocytic leukemia; ^\#^ Muscle and other soft tissues, including cardiac which are listed separately below; ^+^ Based on the NIH Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results Program (SEER) frequency of soft tissue sarcoma between 1988 and 2005, expressed per year; \^ Total includes 491,360 cancers of types not listed in the table.
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###### 

Frequency of cancers associated with human oncogenic viruses that can induce cell fusion \[[@B27-ijms-17-01118],[@B99-ijms-17-01118]\] ^+^.

  Virus                      Affected Cells                 Cancer            Frequency (Estimated)   Reference
  -------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------
  Human papillomavirus       epithelial cells               cervical          12,900                  \[[@B100-ijms-17-01118]\]
  anal                       7270                                                                     
  oropharyngeal              15,520                                                                   
  Hepatitis C, hepatitis B   hepatocytes                    hepatoma          30,640 ^\#^             \[[@B101-ijms-17-01118]\]
  HIV \*                     T cells                                                                  \[[@B102-ijms-17-01118]\]
  endothelial cells          Kaposi (soft tissue) sarcoma   1943                                      
  HHV-8                      endothelial cells              Kaposi sarcoma    1943                    \[[@B103-ijms-17-01118]\]
  HTLV-1                     T cells                        T cell leukemia   rare                    \[[@B104-ijms-17-01118]\]
  EBV                        B cells                        Burkitt's         1652                    \[[@B105-ijms-17-01118]\]
  epithelial cells           Lymphoma Nasopharyngeal        3200                                      
  Total virus associated                                                      73,125                  
  Total new cancers \*                                                        1,660,290               

^+^ Estimated frequency of new cases in the U.S. extrapolated from Siegel et al. \[[@B6-ijms-17-01118]\] and other sources. Since HIV and HHV-8 are associated with Kaposi sarcoma, the total of new cases is listed for both viruses. For reviews see \[[@B27-ijms-17-01118],[@B99-ijms-17-01118]\]; \* HIV, human immunodeficiency virus-1; HHV, human herpesvirus; EBV, Epstein-Barr virus; ^\#^ Total cases per year; most but not all are linked to infection with hepatitis viruses.
